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By Hubert Re~es
Editor-in-Chie!

By Kin Ping Koo
Senior Staff Writer

Baruch Honor students Dipty Joshi. Smita
Dash. and Marlene Thomas filed an incident
report against the custodial staff for an occur-

~

ance on March I st. At 8:20p.m, that night,
whi Ie the trio was studying in the restricted
Honors Lounge on the' 9 th floor of the 23 rd
street building. incessant knocking on both the
back and front doors of the lounge. startled
them. Unfamiliar with whoever was pounding
on the doors. and overall unaccustomed to anyone at all knocking on the doors (due to the special card swipe entry). the students decided to
play it safe and ignore the commotion. The
silence was met with even more pounding from
all sides. further frightening them.
One student used her cell phone to call secud
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in. Joshi. a regular in the lounge. said, ·"We did- Mike Fabricant, professor of S:OCf;tlworkatHUnter CoI~8ddI_"faculty'andadminisnt recognize them. Besides. why didn't they tratton at las1 week's Teach CUNY pUblic-hearing. TheTeaCh·eUNY pLaQUe hearing was
have their own keys'? They're janitors. janitors. intendect to be the first step in making an alliance-between CUNY faculty and their students.
.are supposed to have access to every room." I (PhotolH~bert Reyes)
_d_a.lS~L~~~n.(lfJA~.~.ogiafl£t~a.!!~b_~J,_ _._. _.~
... -. .Tll~snl.~c.n],S_ba.

~---

The first step in creating a student-faculty
alliance that would fight for the improvement
of CUNY took place last week. Members of the
Baruch chapter of the Professional Staff
Congress, the union that represents full-time
and part-time staff at all CUNY colleges. took
part in the Teach CUNY public hearing hoping
10 inform
their colleagues as well as the stui
<tents of Baruch on the educational state at
Baruch and CUNY.
The hearing is part of Teach CUNY day. an
ambitious' effort
. organized bv
. the PSC. where
all 18 CUNY institutions. both senior and COITImunity colleges. bring together faculty. and stu.
<tents in an effort to strengthen attempts at
increasing CUNY's portion of the state's budget by 12 percent. as well as gaining leverage to
obtain a new contract increasing pay for fulltime and adjunct professors.
Increases in the budget are much needed to
hire more full-time faculty. According to
CUNY Staff Facts. as of fall 1999. 56.g percent
of faculty in CUNY institutions were adjuncts.
These professors work just as hard as full
timers but are not paid for office hours. Many
adjuncts work with students.on their own time

See F-4CULTY. Page 3
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. George Mateos. the custodial supervisor. He.
speculated that the custodians .probably hap- ~y Julie Adams
pened to see the students in the Honors Lounge, Acting News Editor
and decided to do a final clean up, According to
The spring semester Sidney Hannan Writerhim. the custodians did not want to go all the
way down to security and get the .access card. in-Residence reading. featuring Agha Shahid
The regular floor custodian. Jose Valez. was on ; Ali. was held on March 20, in the Newman
Conference Center of the 25th Street bui Iding.
vacation at that time.
"Only the tloor custodian has access to that The event was co-sponsored by the Department
room - and no one has the key to the back of English, and the Asian American Writers
door:' Mateos said. He was only aware of the Workshop.
Baruch president, Ned Regan, opened the
supervisor and another custodian '5' presence..
whose names he refused to reveal. He did not event by welcoming the audience, and gave a
know who the third man was. The incident brief introduction for Professor Bernstein,
escalated when. after the African American jan- Director of The Sidney Harmon Residency.
Bernstein shared .a few words about the
itors were let in. one walked up to Thomas. an
African American female. and said. ··1 forgive Writer's program, describing how in 199&, she
you, but not them." Joshi and Dash are both asked Dr. Sidney Harman, Baruch alumni
Indian. The same janitor proceeded to tell Joshi (1939) to sponsor a grant for the Writer-in resirepeatedly that she should not be eating a cook- dence program. and expressed her delight in it's
ie insid! the Honors Lounge. "It's not his place success.
to tell me what the rules of the honors lounge
Bernstein offered the stage to Grace
are," asserted Joshi, "especially when this Schulman next, one of Baruch's Distinguished
semester you are allowed to eat in there."
Professors on the
Harman Advisory
Surprised at the report. Mateos replied. "These Committee. Being a personalfriend and fellow
guys are usually well behaved." The custodians poet, Schulman took a moment to share her
thoughts and knowledge of this "prolific and
were unable to comment on this matter.
dees, latecomers lined the walls of the room.
U nsettled by the episode. the students filed an channing man:'
Ali .greetedeveryone with a big smile and a
"Agha Shahid Ali is a magnificent poet and
incident report with security on March 2. After
the students took this action. Officer Grant wonderful man," said Schulman. "He.has.pop- soft voice. Sharing 'his' insights, thoughts, histochanged his mind and said they "did the right ularized the ghazal, a seventh century Arabian '1)' of the world familiarto him, Ali brought the
audience to a more intimate and comfortable
thing". Since then. Etan Bourkoff, Director of I poetry form. like no other:'
place. but his jolly, lighthearted manner .kept
Ali has received many notable fellowships
the Undergraduate Horrors Program. who went I
the audience alert and eager for more.
with the students to speak to security, is looking and awards, including the .Guggenheim and
The mood of the audience varied from one
into installing a phone inside the honors loung~ I Ingram Merrill fellowships and awards and a
piece to the next. The echoes of emotion. rang
that would make internal calls only. Mateos Pushcart Prize. His poems also appear regularthroughout the room, in both laughter and gasps
said. "1 will tell [the custodial staff]. to be more ly in such publications as The Nation. Paris
. of disbelief,
Ali told stories of his past and
sensitiv.e to students:' Said Joshi, "It was a Review. Poetry. and The YQle Review.
The room was packed with more than 200 that of his country, Kashmir.
'scary experience and I don't feel safe there anyAli slipped several stories and thoughts into
Baruch teachers, students, and poets. Since
more."
there were not enough seats for all the atten- the reading to paint a s-cene for the audience as

!

I

as

he offered his world to them,
Some of the poems he read inel ude
....Stationary". "Little Red Riding Hood".
"Survivor", a tribute poem to his mother
"Lennox H ill". acomical ghazal set based on
telephone advertisements. and "Snowman."
The Harman Residency offers these writers to
the Baruch community through master classes'
and workshops. specialized courses. guest lectures. and community events. and Ali is teaching "The poetry of exiles and expatriates" for
the current spring semester.
The writers are chosen by the Harman

See AGHA, Page 3
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Faculty Urges Students to Rally With Them

By Robert H idatgo
. ':AfLs ·f.aiior

Conrmuedrrom front
do not have time tn meer thc: " ';icnt- .rs they arc on the move to teach at anoth, rllk .. rher__

The Undergraduate Student Government
held it's sixth meeting of the semester or
March 27.

"WI' \\ art parity \\ ith full-trmers." said ( .ris:
~li~',l

.ucn
~li.lY

.1:-

.u irunct professor of English."j \\ "
much 3.S full-timers the) w iii ha ..; ~('

Vice-Presidents Report:

us.

Kr'':2~.l

I

After seven months of negotiations. CUNY has stili not made a financial offer or given

a substantive response to the PSC's proposals. It's time to demand progress:
\
\

,I

Show the CUNY Boa·rd of Tru:stees how serious we are about reb.uildlng the
University through the PSC contract proposals.

v~ Demand progress now:

movement on our proposals, a serious financial offer.

would like to have more rcpr•.:~.:.Ha
Ion \":"lin the PSC "I think "orne one si,,'llfd

..>~.:ak

qi lor the adjuncts:' she said.
Alrhuugtl she is happy 1\ ith iicr rcprc-. -,, it,1~:-d:S u: the union she still would like to see
.n orc adjuncts ill the union. Something that vv: II
'lost Iikcl . haPP1:11 11..1\\ that part-timers are
;"'ractica!l) made to join the union by forcing
t hem to pay an agency fee that can be used as
1")<1: rncnt for the union dues.
During his presentation at the public hearing,

"Students needs are
not being served and
they are entitled to get
the education thev
thought they were
0/

./ Tell the Bo~rd to stop undermining the University and start rebtJHding it.

.

gOIng to get.

, Students: demand progress on our contract as progress on your educeuon.

,,

eO Lane. public administrator. compared the
--;acent,-1.gc \)1' full-time -taffav ailablc at Baruci:
1.- I-

, .th other urban universities. As of 19'1X. '"':::

A NEW CONTRACT FOR It NEW CUNY
This is a fight for all of us: faculty, staff and studentsl

:ll·rCt."l1[ o!" the faculty at Baruch were fullirncr s. .1 fa: cry from the Uni vcrs ity or
',:incillnall-:-' 1.)4 percent Among. CUN'{. Hunter
.• !llege naJ the highest with :-3 percent.
l.ane \\ cnt on to point out that Baruch had
runk cd last \-\ hen it came to schools with :20 :-;tu.icnt« or less per class. Th~ 20 percent it had
\\iil decrease once the new ·\cademic l-tlmpkx
'.... open. whacdasses \\0111 have at least 50 stu,: I:nb per cbss.
\Vith such uncierachievernents it becomes ~.....~- .-

Mike Fabricant addresses questions on tt.c progress of the new faculty contract. Fabricant
informed those in attendance that talks are continuing and a rally will be held on April 23rd
in front of the Board of Trustees office. "(Photo/Hubert Reyes)

dent that there is a need to fight for the
improvement of ClJN'{, "The dis-investment
has had an impact on Cl:NY:' said Lane.
Mike Fabricant professor of social work at
Hunter College and a member of the negotiating committee of PSC. IS at the forefront of the
battle. Fabricant informed those in attendance
that progress was made with the State
Assem bly.
lhe PSC had asked for 450 'It:W faculty lines
(positions) and the Assembly responded \\ ith
400. Although it was not exactly what they
w anted, it was a positi vc sign for Fabricant and
the PSC. giving them hope that the new contract could he obtained.
"What we have in that contract represents a
large step in the restoration of this universitv."
he said.
According to Fabricant the new contract wi ll
no! be won in the negotiating room but outside
of it. with the help 0'- the students "Our ace in
the hole rare the st udcnts]:. said Fabricant
"They need to immerse themselves in this campaign.

It is important to understand that with the
'lc:lp of the students a lot can he achIeved ~aid
John Todd, Chair uf the Gnglish Depanment
'" rhey ha\ e the PO\\ el tv change:' he said
·~Any support they tend'is"'ery 1mportant.
---- -----

Virginia Smith, Chair of the Art Department.
feels that students should partake in the alliance
with the faculty. She believes that it is as much
their fight as it is that of the faculty. "Student's
needs are not being served and they are entitled
to get the education they thought they were
going to get." she said.
Although the public hearing and Teach
CUNY were efforts to unite the faculty with the
students. at Baruch the turnout was less than
expected. Whereas Hunter College. according
to Fabricant. had an estimated 250 faculty and
staff at their public hearing. about 20 people
attended last Wednesday's public hearing
including Baruch President Ned Regan.
Even with the low turnout Jackie Di Salvo.
professor of English and Baruch's Teach
CUNY coordinator. still remained optimistic.
"This is a call to begin to talk about the issues."
she said. "'INc arc going to try to reverse: a pattern where students and faculty do not work

Executive Vice-President Brauiio MeJin~
. reminded USG that the Teach CUNY event:
. would be taking place on Wednesday. March
28. Medina, once again invited members to
take part in the event,
Medina abo reported that CVNY
Immigration lawyer, Maria loy. has received
complaints .that students arc not earning their
citizenship within two years. After two years
legal resident students shou 10 be able to
receive citizenship. Medina motioned to form
an ad hoc committee that would help in finding students that are having this problem .
Braulio Medina, Aditya Tiwathia. Jose Perez,
Kaleern Qureshi are the members of this
new ly formed com mittee w hose task is to find
students that the Immigration Lawver can usc
as examples when she goes 10 Washington to
fight this case on the students behalf

Campus Affairs:

Vice-President Bushra Ahmed reported the
party USG held on Friday, March 23 was not
too successful. because there \\ as a small
turnout. Braulio Medina advised that USG
should make an. event that would spark the
interest of man)' students. He suggested a
fricndlv and safe boxing event. "I see a
vision," stated Medina. He said that CS-G
could cnarge a dollar for the event and there
would be students combating in a friend Iy
manner He wou Id ensure that there would he
a medical technician on the premises and the
- boxers would' \... ear plenty of protective gear.
together."
Carl Aylman advised Medina to speak to the
The students and the faculty will have anothhead of the Physical Education department
er opportunity to band together and show their
regarding the equipment. Although Aylman
collective strength. A rally will be held on Apr.
seemed reluct2nt to agree with the idea he felt
23 in front of the Board of Trustees building,
the event is plausible if the sludents sign a
The rally wili start at 3:30 p.m. and will take
release form to -participate in the event.
place on 30th street between Jst Avenue and
-Appeals:
'York Avenue."
.~.-w:~····:1)·wa\;·rie'·:¥··[o£{aJj"·:·r~poited···l:1raf-·.
Toolan-'
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Agha Shahid Ali Brings Creative Magic to Baruch
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IntemationaJ club needed tD pay for DJ ser:vices·
a party that· was held over a .year
ago.'. Dwayne put forth a motion to vote on

frQm

Wtiether·the club would be able to use money

B
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in' their current budget to pay for the services,
USG voted in favor of the dub. The club
awaits Dean Aaron·s approval.

... '-

Legislative Affairs:
Vice-Pr~sidel1t

Edward F~l i~ reported th-jt
Baruch President Ned Reagan has n(lt
responded regarding the suffering Black and
Hi~panic Studies l)~partm~nt. Ellis .stated he
would work "... itl1 Nicole Lo"ell and plan on
reaching Reagan more sternly. Lovell is planning to hold an upcoming meeting to keep th~
process of restonng the d~partment and get
mon: students av..: are of the situation
Old Business:
Pn:sidt=nt Sara Garibaldi received an ~xten
sian for retrieving the 1200 signaturt:~ for the
student activities tee referendum. fht: last day
for signatures ~s Friday, March 30.
Carl Aylman r~minded cY~ryone that the
USG Election Day wiiI be on r\pri124. 25, and
2b from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The proposal made by .Edy,.-ard Ellis regarding the closing of 25 street between L~xington
and Park Avenues was now being lo11owed up
b) Dwayne Logan. Logan fel t the idea will be
met with lots of opposition, Logan expressed
his concerns that the businesses ncighbonng
the school would be upset with the possible
loss of revenues if the block doses. Edward
Ellis T.~spqndt;d~hat the .businesses .will welcome the idea when they realize there -can IX's-.
~ibl)'·~.a rist: in business revenue~ because the
students. ·will . stay· inside' the ·~w·

::

Agha Shahid Ali at podium March 20th. Ali joins the likes of Edward Albee, Lorrie Moore
and Jane Kramer as Sidney Harman Writers-in-Residence at Baruch. (PhotolDavi
Rangsiratanakul)

Continued from front
/~dvisorv Comm ittee

.(Distinguished professors
Grace Shulman, David Reynolds. John
Brenkman. and Dean Alexandra Logue) who
meet to consider potential visitors, however
!3ernstein said they always welcome input from
the other faculty members, should they have
any suggestions
Since it's inception in 1998. Baruch has welcomed several varied and distinguished writers,
!lamely: Fall 1998 - poet Yehuda Amichai.
Spring 1999 • playwright Tony Kushner, Fall
1999 - journalist Jane Kramer, Spring 2000fiction writer Lorrie Moore, Fall 2000- playwright Edward Albee.

-

ThlJ approo/iate permits have been requested.

' ••.
..l. L
._
.",'Jar

- 4-,::'I'U·
':l 1..1"1'
•
.::.l
:1•.;". ,!

"The idea for the residency came to me when
I heard him give a speech calling for more
'poets as managers,''' she said. "How remarkable it was to hear a distinguished CEO who
was also a humanist:'
As it states in the Writer-in-residence
brochure distributed at the reading, Harman
chose to endow this program based on his
belief that "Writing is an act of magical creation; writing is discovery."
Thanks to this program, students can familiarze themselves with some of today's most
important and influential writers~ on a more
direct level.
'''1 have always dreamed of such a residency
at Baruch, but I never thought it would happen

:earnpus

atniospbere:and may start to trequent tbeJri6aI"

at a school known for business," said Bernstein.
"Shahid has proven to be a wonderful teacher
and fine colleague:'
The reading ended at 6:45p.m., but students
eager for his autograph waited in line, long
after the event came to a close.
Anyone interested in his work can find Ali's
works in the Baruch bookstore. For further
details on the Hannan Residency, please caU
212-802-6643.

sh~ps~-
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.
.Ellis: stated'Dean AMon w()illd.. send :a. tett~

of ctHnmeri&ti<m:'to ~. ~divid:iIaJ:·or:club.:thal
set~s' 'the. most· ribbons: ·for: the;' :.H~:. ':and
Rememtmloce ·pro.ie:Ct..
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Greg Kinnear
Hugh .Iackrrrarr

Encourage

Deferring taxes with
.--:..' ----=. - -CREF can be so .
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

I
BUilding

A

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH

One of the fastest viays to build a retirement nest egg
i'; throuqr: tax-defe r red Supplernental RetIrement

THE POWER Of TAX DEfERRAL

True

Annuities (SRAs) trorn TIAA··CREf

$lO?'~)6!8

A

Your funds are autcrneticahv deducted trorn your
paycheck, so it's easy to build income to supplement
your pension and So·cia; SeuJrity.- Especially since your

$67514

SRA contributions grow und.mlnisheo by taxes until you

$41.232

wrthdraw thefunds

$31.933

/

And you may even be able to borrow funds against. your
SHA······d unique benefit of choosing TIAA··CR£F.l

STORY ABOUT THE ONE

THAT GOT AWAY AND THE ONE

INVEST AS UTTLE AS
S25 a rnonth
through an aurornaric
payroll plan l

..._.__.__

to re-s:(:c:ions.

~nd

f\ lU·T-l;J.Y. ~lVIOS~

Education...

$11.609

corntortabre retirernen t. We
think you win find it rewardinq
in years t.o {:orne.

..Note. Ur:der fe·J-e(csl tax law, wl~hd(':'w.3;S pnor tv ""'9tl S9~; may be
~ubJ€ct

T;JY.-dd'<.~nc:<J :,sSVifS~~ ~,f~$ tl:~)\.~'l>

$13,052

10 YEARS

So why wait? Let HAA-CREF's low expenses and invest........................................................,- rnent expertise help you build a

SHE NEVER SAW COMtNG

"'::;:-.
•

20YE..<\R.S

In this hypot~tk.ll example. sern ng a.o;jd~ S lOO.l month in a
ta.",-OdCrn.Ad iSl"'C~rm~n. with an 8'~ rt'tl1n~ in a 2~(~ l<l.\.
brad..et ShOW!i better ~ro"'th til.tn thtc" S3Ul<: net aUltllult put
into a ~m~itl~" ,H:<:nunl. ·h"K.nl H~t.urns <Ul'l pTifl('tpal \'a.l\~ of
investments win tlUClU<llC. and yidd may vary. TIle L·ha.t1
~~h.ove' 1:0; In'\':e;,.";lltcd tOr' illu~nuive pU11>C>ses only and uoes not
reftcct a<:lual J.l<C.~rt"-lrn"ulc(", Qt. pr~di\.~t f'.ltun:- n.·~uh~, c.-.f :U1Y
TL'\.A··CREf: a..:-count. or ~tlcct e xpenses.

to a 100/" ado.t«....-,ai tax
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Do You Know What White Lightning Is?
By Amy Lotven
Contributing Writer
Cockfights on Christmas Eve. The law raiding a \.. hiskey still' Hiving bees Quilting circles.

Catching up On Some Health
,
at the Women S Health Fair
B~

'i

-

These are the scenes self-taught artist and
Georgia native. Linda Anderson \.. itnesscd

.. . .. .<•••: • .

Ling

'"

....
•

\\ ere being di spensed to the students.

('ullrnhllflllg Ili·lft,,.

and a little girl hiding beneath a bush, she
, transfer what's in my mind to the canvas. I
explains: "This is a whiskey still we called a
can't say." Sandra Kraskin has some idea.
'steamer". It was in operation on the branch
At the opening reception Anderson wore a
below our house. I'd just [taken] the men their
long colorful necklace made of what looked
breakfast when the law raided. Everybody ran
like triangular-shaped turquoise colored rocks
but me. and I hid in a brush pile near the con- • separated by small pink beads; the effect was
densers. The explosion lifted the brush pile
gorgeous. "Linda told me she made her neckabout two feet off the ground and left me deaf
lace." Kraskin said, "and I assumed she had
beaded it. But
she
actually
made it.·· "She:

l!e"l!!!i

lion relating to the above mentioned issues

.'

;~::::.

.;...,::

:

"A

from the Health Care S) stem of Beth Israel (a
health center near 14th st. Union Square). were

Wornens We llness Fair." The event \\ as held

there to explain and to make known the impor-

rrom 1200 p.rn. and 3'00 p.m. and ItS theme

tance of a regular self-breast exam for women.

Baruch

In

the 25th St building. the

~cl\\ ork

Health

presented:

is an excel lent
craftsperson."
the
curator
explained later.
"she w as actually trained as a
carpenter and
is very good
w ith
her
hands."
This explains
the great attcntion to details.
that many of
A n d e r s \.) n . s

.

~

Loretta Platero R.N .. a medical professional
On x larch 22.

9

fans including

(March being

She strong I) suggested that all women (and not

\\ omen s Health A\\ areness month). The infer-

just those aged above 40 ) ears old) do the self-

admire

matron being imparted included G'r'N (g) ncco-

breast exam on themselves five days after their

log ica l exam. such as the Pap Test), STD's

periods. and that too on a monthly basis.

tin: paintings
within a painting. the lcav (>
on ev ef) tree
branch. and the
mtricatc markings on the ammals art: on!v
some example::of tilt: ob\ IOUS-

w

a, \\ omen's health

(~e\uall::

ISSU~S

transmitted diseases. especially gem-

As for the Date Rape & Domestic Violence

tal \\ arts). HIV AIDS. domestic \ iolence. nutrr-

topic. Michael Hnatko. a police officer from the
13th precinct( 21 st street between 2 nd and 3 rd

non. dale rape. blood pressure. self-breast exam
.... 0

~t:

Kra~kln.

Ave ) was there to give a speech. He has 7 years

fort h

-vccording to Franc me Anderson. an employ-

of experience in giving presentation in various

of the Baruch Health Center. this \\as the

colleges, high schools. elementary schools, and

A woman passes by the table dedIcated to STD's and regards a board displaying the various kinds of sexually transmitted diseases. (photo/Jasleen Rana)

tirst tIme that Baruch Health Care Center and

F

H~alth

.,.,.

- Do not give a stranger your phone number and

servings of assorted nutrition

~

address right away.

these cultures. Placed on the same table was a

Carmen, \1\ arez from the Health
'\.e[\\lHk of Student Life indIcated that another

- Do listen closely to men's languages when

Height & Weight Table for W()men probabl)

they talk. If they talk v.ith filthy languagt: about

interested women the most.

upcom mg e\ em simIlar to "Women's Wdlness

v. omen, you should be

FaIr". "hlch

vi-olence to a woman.

stich as condoms, were quite popular among

- One

male passers-by. "It's actually rare and a good

~

.~.

:":et\\ork dl\lsion of Studen1 Life coor-

·x
;,.

dmated together to hold a faIr of thiS kind.

~

~.
>C.

Furth~rmore.

\\111

be held CUNY-v.'tde between

the laq t\\O \\ eeks ofApnl and first t\\lO \\1 eeks

IS

a~ are

of their potential

ing drugs and alcohol etc.

Michael Hnatko from the 13th precinct, posing for a photo while he waits to give his
speech on date rape & domestic violence at
ttle Women's Health Fair. (photo/Jasleen
Rana)

phenomenon that then: are a fev, people to stop

not hard to understand the

b) pay ing attention to the film played. which

fact that he \'-ould lIke anyone \'-ho needs help

doesn't happen that often in other similar open

or gets into problematic situations to come and

fair," commented Carmen Alvarez. the facult)

bother hlm~ Given below is his phone number

from the Health Network of Student Life.

dUrIng hIS office hours.

HopefuIl)-. the upcoming fair in May would

It'S

Sunday

through

fhursda: :

offer members in Baruch College even more of

212-477 3863.

the practical and important heal th knowledge

The third table concerned women's nutrition,

,.;ig!':~~

even prIvate corporations in 13 th precinct. He

Interestingly enough, the nutrition section con-

gave Baruch female students and faculty some

tained Food Pyramid graphs of many different

practical suggestion on hov, to avoid date-rape

nations. such as Thailand. Poland. China. India.

from happ~ning. Some of hiS suggestions ~ere.

Italy. and Mexico. The pyramids featuring the

Learni ng self-breast examination with the
help 01 simulation. Women feeling how a
breast with lumps or one with fibrocystic
tissue feels as opposed to a normal one.
(photo! Jasleen Rana)
:Vla~

Y.

A

.....

r'·ur· - .'.:.

. . amt: locatIon of Baruch College. The theme of
tht: upcommg e\ em ,,"Hands and Health:' and
Issue~

concerning both. men's and

:.fIr'

f~Oil&,A~

four tables dedicated to each category: GYN,
Jate rape domestIc \ IOknce. nutrition and

s·r

S I Ds Fr~e condoms. consultance from profesand assorted brochures, informa-

~~~.

Gr-..Jj~

l-J",

~~AF.srS.

Oq6ems.~~
&1't<G~
2~SSi\WGS

<...

~.~!.
~~.&Pas~

0r0~'P

i-U

S8fWIiS
The Anti-Violence Project or AVP is the
nation's largest crime-victim service agency
for those of different sexual orientations.
The above pictures are taken from their
brochu re on the "Date rape and Domestic
v;Qlenc;e".
table.
.

..

..

l~fll

:.'c

11....131

, 1"121

...

...

. ..:

113..126
115..1.:5
11&.132

.. ,.:: 12&-t43
t2t~13S
131·147.
1240138...
IJ4.:.1S1

~&W

1~139

136-150

S~

129-142

139-tS3

149-170

SlOW
5' II"
6'fr

132·145
135-148

142..156

152-173

S6-

.

121·141

J:31"'1SS::>

1~144

133-141

should be awar~ that the sexual pleasures ora
wqman come from the clitoris and the first 2
inches of the vagina Therefore, unless you are
under two inches: 'Wilen erec~ your penis. size
should not be a~prQblem in bed. Make the best
out of what you have and use it to your advantage. Size is nottfie only aspect of how sexual
one can be. Anyway, most of those devices out
there aren"tt ~rmlment andjust stretch the penis

::=,:

The height & .weight table was one of the several handouts placed on
the table dedIcated to nutrition. Check out the ideal weight for yourself
.a,bove.
. , '- " ' , ' .
,
.

,

..

,

devoted coliectors (.who graciously allo\\ cd the
Gallery to borrow them for thiS exhibit).
Althollgh <'Flashes of :\1em 0 I") .. is ht:r Nev.
York City debut. Anderson is no spring chicken
\\ hen it comes to art sho\\ s. She has partiCipated in over 20 solo and group exhibitIOns all
over the South. and has received many av.ards.
including the Governor's Artist or Excellence
A\\ard in her home statt:.

<how received such

<'l posru vc a;:-r()n,,~

from

both the students and the comrnunuy. that ~he
has continued to JCl so U\ cr the ~\ car- ~ht: feels
these shows arc ,1i1 c xcc llcru \\ <l_' to introduce J.
litt le hit 1)1 Americana to thlhC \\ 111.) arc unable
t<.' tra\el far from thc Lit\ lirnit-..
Hopefull::. ~tudents. 1':.lcult) and th..: I..ummunlt~. reSidents \\ 111 hc abk tl) takl.' 'urnl: llmr.: to
enjoy Linda Anderson's ",hu\\ It IS ,1 rcal treat
rhat It \"lli; Cfl:ated b) .someone l.:()mpkt~l~
untrained in the \ Jsual arts IS all tht: more
.
.
ImpreSSive.

The Svdnel' .\h\/zkm Gallerv 1.\ /oca/c:d Llt 135
East:: 2nd on {/z~ corllflr n! It!~:ltlgf()J? .";treer
Gallen- !wurs ar{! tlOlldUlIt 'ednesdal
- l ndm
! 2-5. Thursday /2-7 .·Idmlssloll is Iree

J

ye e-

Classifleds
Computer/Monitor for Sale - $350.
333Mhz Cyrix II MMX processor,
4.3 GB HD, 32x CD, Windows 98,
Word 97, 15" NEe Monitor.
MINT CONDITtON. CaU or email:
917-591-0061 alkapS@yahoo.com

----------------------------

Black 5 piece furntture SET.
Semi-circle shaped. Really cute and
elegant. Includes: 3 pieces of couch,
1 coffee table, J small table~
CHEAP, cheap ...$499 ONLY.
Email: Rbxxxxx@aol.com
(Ramona Baratian)

Medical Biller
2 doctors' prestigious office in
Manhattan. Must be experienced and
detail oriented. Pleasant working
conditions. Benefits. No Saturdays.
Fax resume to:
(718) 796-8111 or (212) 799-0735.

k~ stnes with J" heels)

l',

I)- meticulous
\\ ark she puts in to each painting.. Because of
the work in-yah ed. she is not prolific painter,
She creates perhaps -eight paintings year. and
most"- of them -are- qtrid..1y purch3sect -by' her -.

Clearly. Zeds upprccrauon 01' .xndcrsons
\\ ork transcends .I ust the adrn 1/ ,ttlOP ,)1' ncr
craftsmanship. lt is also the alliance. pc: se. uf
a fellow Georgian and a deeper understanding
of the stories . vndcrson I~ tci 11l1~ !IHI~l~::;h her
art Bur that i~ the nature <.)1' folk or ..crnacular
art. Of course. thi-, J()<.:~ £101 me.in ina t !'l cannot
be appreciated :JI1 a national lev c!
Sandra Kraskin first exhibited a i()ir.: artist ill
the \trshkln CJ::llkr) about 'C\ en ) car; ~~,>, Ihe

Part-time reception ist
Perfect college job! Answering
phones, UPS, greeting customers
and clients. 25/hours per week. flexible
hours. Please email resume to:
kjenkins@Phase2Media.com

145-159
155...176
.
133-151
143-162
15&-179
Wcisbts at ~ 25-59 based on Ioweost mor.taIily. Weight in
pounds according to frame (in indoor clothiog weighing 3
;,;~

This standard food guide shows which food groups provide the
various nutrients needed by the human body and how much of
each is recommended.

.

"

sr

s-s-

The scene is one of Linda's manv childhood
memories. Aimost 20 years ago. as she ·was
nursing her sick daughter, thes~ scenes began
to appear clearl) in her mind like a 'flash of
memory.' Thus. GaI1cr~ director and show
curator. Sandra Krask,in. christened the exhibit
"flashes of Memory" after Anderson's explanation of ho\'. she is inspired to paint:
"'At first an idea comes to mv mind." she sa\'s
.
In her artist's statement, "Then I start seeing
pictures...just like photographs. NO\\ as to ho\",

.12>140

140-159 .
14J.I63
146--167

.5*4-'

for t\\ 0 \'weeks. Daddy set up anther onc right

temporari ty.

} 2&-134
122..137 .

111-::&24<
114.127 ...
111..130
120-133
123-136

..

\\ hIle gW\\ ing up In farm commul1ltit:s at the
tt)ot oj the Appalachian ~t<)unlain~ Th~) are
the samc scen-.:s. \ 1\ idl:: reueated in oIl on can\las, lrntl now adorn -tll-e crisp ~hll-e wails of the
Baruch'.., Sidney \fishkin Gallery.
.\nJer:-'Lln·~ first in ;\n\ York. thcexhibit held
Its open mg reception on Thursday. March 23
and \\ill run until Apnl 19. It shov.cases almost
40 of :\nderson'~ \\ orks. most of \\ hleh Include
a captIOn that describes. in Linda's \\ords. the
story behmd the pamting. For t:xamplc. in a
pIece called "Still LII~"' {!9X4). \\hich depicts
three polIcemen surroundIng a \\hlske;. still

Hi. I know you guys probably get this dumb
question over and over, but do those penis
enlargement programs or devices really work?
-" Ii I Si<i"

... If.

-, ·111..123

Country Morning. 1~1 (oil on canvas, 23" x 26 1/2'), one of the paintings in Linda Anderson's eXhibit, currently on display
in the Sydney Mishkin Gallery. (photol Steven Tucker)

a three-hour span.

11;,;:..

frame

,..

1~121

S·J*
~~

....

::'

102-111

·.·.1...115·.
~
....... :.I~UI

S'l-

In thls Women's \\'ellness Fair, there v.ere

..

.

s·qa

ar

IlSENilI

\\ omcn s health

~"onals. frUits.

In

;,

"-

...,.....

It \.. 111 take place on J\1ay 10 at the

thert: II, III be

that this fair pro'Vided

Height & Weight Table For Women
..
.. ...
e.et Inthes

uf

foods from

Abundant and free contracepti ve de\' ICt:S.

better off kec:ping far from those abus-

With h is zeal.

In

'l he

"She is very famous in the self-taught. folk.
vernacular scene:' said reception attendee
Xenia Zed, who herself moved from Atlanta
only two months ago to work at a gallery in
Chelsea. She was thri Iled to be abl e to attend
Anderson's debut
Also an admirer of Anderson's attention to
detail. Zed indicates a painting entitled
'Lightening in Its Man)' Forms,' This one lovingly portrays a summer evening in the
Appalachians' children pia} ing outside a house
w hile in the foreground tI,l, 0 men 'talk business' behind a shed; lightening bugs fill the
night sky. The caption reads. "l 'rn sure )- ou
know about summer heat lightning and lightning bugs. But do y ou know much about \\ hite
lightning'> I do We can talk about this some If
you want to .
"Do you know \\ hat \'. hitc lightning I;"'" Zed
w hispers. her t:) es sparkl mg
··.·\ ... Moonshine .-

.

_

4
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•
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Lost at Sea
Let the pilfering begin. Or at least let it begin at Baruch where it appears
that there is a lack ofunity between the students and the faculty.
Apparently, the future oftheir education and a ne~ contract are not impor. tant enough to rile up any sort of interest in the doe-eyed denizens of
Baruch. Their collective efforts are nothing short ofdisappointing.
Teach CUNY day was an effort to bring together the students and thefacuity, it was a day to show that the nvo can co-exist to fight a greater evil, the
state and the city. Unfortunately they have chosen to stand in the middle of
the road while the headlights bear down upon them.
Perhaps such afate would befittingfor those willing to let such an opportunity go down the drain. What better way to show Governor George Pataki,
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and the rest ofhis lackeys at the Board ofTrustees
that CUNY actually meant business?
While 250 faculty and students gathered at Hunter College and allover
the CUNY board, the Flagship wasforced to return to port with only a crew
ofabout 20.
With such support, it is no wonder why the Black and Hispanics Studies
Department has been stuffed and basted. By the WQ)l, has anybody- heard
from our resident sweetheart, CUNY board Chairman Herman Badillo?
Apparently Mr. Badillo would like to privatize CUNY's remedial test, a
smack in the face ofall CUNYfaculty but nothing can be done because there
does not seem to be any opposition to his outlandish proposals.
Oh but wait, these are Baruch students you're talking about. Students who
are supposedly so busy that they don't care whether or not their institution
is pillaged for all that it is worth.
But for once, we can also blame the faculty as well. New contract? "Who
cares? Lets continue working under the same expired contract!"
Does it matter that public funding has fallen 30.5 percent? Does it matter
that there are more adjuncts than full-timers across CUNY that are being
abused and underpaid? Does it matter than students will be the ones paying the ultimate price for all funding lost?
Apparently notWithout unity, and the strength that can be achieved with each other 's help,
the students and the faculty will be left with nothing but a crumblingfacade.
The restoration ofCUNY can not begin without such an alliance. We stick
together and anything is possible, we walk alone and the plundering continues.
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. Last week in the article titled "Response to America is Beautiful," Franck Mongbe stated that an American culture club at Baruch would have "the inclination ofa white supremacists group." When I read this statement I was outraged, If I were to make a statement
along the lines of "a Black or Hispanic culture club at Baruch would have the inclination
of a hate group," I would have received a huge amount of hate mail and probably a couple
of threats.
Why is it that Black and Hispanics can make racist comments and a White man cannot?
Why is it that when we see a video of a few white policemen beating a black man, suddenly every white cop is evil and a racist? Why is it that when we see the KKK marching, every
white man is a racist? Why does this same rule not apply to the Rev. AI Sharpton when he
marches with a man carrying a sign that reads "The White Man is the Devil?"
Mr. Mongbe also stated that an American culture club would make white people only feel
"smaller." I am going to assume .that Mr. Mongbe had good intentions when he made this'
statement. He wasjust sympathizing for the American minorities that only make up about
"5 percent" of our school. Did 1 make a good assumption? I am sure you are all answering yes.
Lately I have been thinking and I realized that all of these government-funded organizations that help minorities are really not doing them any favors. In fact, these organizations
are only making minorities feel smaller. How many people agree with me now? I am sure
you are all thinking that I am looking out for minorities, yeah right.
Now moving on to patriotism. In America, especially in New York, you can find people
of many different cultural backgrounds. This is wonderful; however, do you not think that
we need something to unite everyone? Of course we do, and this is where.patriotism comes
in. Patriotism is the one thing that we should all have in common. Ifwe all would have an. American flag on our front lawn, we would all feel united. I am not saying that one should
not have the right to have a flag of a different country, what I 'am saying is that on top of
your flag it would be nice to help unite our coantry, by Ra~ an AmeriCan flag..
In conclusion, as long as people want to be knowD ~ African A-me~ Native American,
or Hispanic, this country will never be united. Lees drop:all-tbesenames and·unify. Instead
of the United States of America we have to become,tbe'UBited.People-of America!
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By Bisirat Yohannes
"Don't fall in love, R.ise in love:' That is the
advice given to the leading character by his
grandmother in the Indian movie called "Taal"
or rhythm. The problem with his character and
humans in general is that they fall in love.
They give their hearts to someone else, as they
say. and that person in some time or another
breaks it. But. you see people don't really give
their hearts away. that is just a figure of speech.
[hey do however give something else. Beside
their virginity or manhood. people in-love give
the other person total control over their mind
and life. That is what I call ·'MMS·' or
Misplaced Mind Syndrome. The usual victims
of this deadly. but easi Iy preventable disorder
are usually women. The blinding powers of
love leave women unable to see and unable to
control their emotions. Therefore it becomes
more difficult to help an MMS sufferer because
they can't see that the)' are being controlled.
Ihat could be attributed to their ignorance or
their system of priorities which perhaps places
royalty and obedience at the top of the list.
'These are great attributes. if you are aiming at
being a servant. However. the servant life style
IS so yesterday. The new trend of the season is
Empowered Woman. So. girls get with the
main stream fashion and stop repeating the
) ears past
How does one attain empowerment? A
woman does not have to be an executive. and
she does not have to own her own company to
be empowered. All she has to do is exert
absolute control over herself. She has to think
for herself and make decision on her own. She
has to provide for herself and not solely depend
on others. She has to run on her schedule and
not somebody else's. She has to be confident
or at least seem like it. Showing weakness
~ leaves a woman vulnerable to manipulation.
She has to carry herself with an air of grace and
sophistication at all times. She has to think of
herself as the queen that she is. She has to
know what her final goal is and figure out the
.best way to get there. She has to appreciate
life. especially hers. She has to give and
receive enough love so that she keeps the emotional balance. That means that she has to be
able to rise in love instead of falling in it.
Love is a profoundly tender, passionate afIeclion or a feeling of warm personal attachment.
That was the definition I found in the Webster
dictionary. I think the definition should be
changed to; Love is what causes~fito con-

tract MMS, Women have a tendency to trust
people very easily. Trust, however, is the cue
for men to go ahead and start taking advantage
of a woman. At first they give women exactly
what they want and then once they got them
emotionally tangled, they use them in whatever way they want. This may even go as far as
women being domestically. abused•. To. those,
women, I say what-the hell is wrong with you?
Whatever your reasons are for being the way
you are, it is time to get up and read this piece
and start your journey on empowering yourselves. For those of you girls who think you
are ok because your man doesn't hit you. but he
still does not let you outof the house without
him. think again. If a man is making decisions
for you. then you need to start thinking. If you
are asking a man for money, you need to get a
job. If you are thinking that you are not beautiful. stop thinking. If when you are out he acts
like he doesn't know you, you need to return
the favor. If your sentences begin with I think
he would, it is about time that you started saying I think I would. Then you would free yourselves from MMS and join the many women
who live in this century instead ofthe last.
The common sense answer to preventing
something from being misplaced is to put it in
one safe place that you can always locate. That
means keep your mind in the one place that it
belongs girls. your head. Don't get me wrong,
I'm not saying. be a snobbish, selfish and
unfeeling woman. You could be loving, caring,
generous and empowered at the same time.
The key is that you do everything on your own
terms with the person that helps you rise or
grow. All I'm asking is that you rationally
think of everything yourselves and never make
a decision in haste. Emotions and impulses ar~
our curses as women, but we can learn to control them and save ourselves a lot of the drama
that we don't have time for. This is the 2 I st
century and there is no reason why women
should be suffering from MMS.
Disclaimer: MMS only applies to women
who can be in love relationships. . Those
women, who are not allowed to date due to preposterous cuJtural and religious reasons until
they rebel and come on board, are not liable to
MMS. Those women whose marriage is
arranged are not also addressed in this piece.
Yet, once they have married there is no reason
why they should be subjugated and give in to
MMS. Until all women are free of MMS and
any other disorder of body and mind, the fight
continues-girls.

For Heavens Sake
and all of existence.
Now say for a moment it turned out that God
~
_
did not exist, and all the while your believed in
.. Since the start of the semester I have seen the
Him. Would it hurt you somehow? Would you
issue of religion being brought up often in the
feel stupid? So what. you'll be dead. and too
Op-Eds. I am not very religious but I wish I
busy rotting and having worms crawl in and out
had been raised with more of a religious influ- of your cranium. You will not be conscious and
ence. Religion, it seems, regardless of which
therefore you won't be able to feel like a fool
one you follow, enables the believer to feel
for believing in something that does not exist.
fuller and more understanding of themselves.
On the plus side, while alive you'd gain
Why does the Church condemn homosexual i- tremendously from the mindset that comes. with
ty? Because the Church promotes families that
believing in something. making your life far
include fathers and mothers, not fathers and
better.
fathers. The church also wants to see reproducNow let's go back to thc? other side of the coin
tion occurring in families, which could never and say he does exist (and let's use the religion
be possible in a gay household. I also imagine Christianity since it's most popular around the
the church is against homosexuality because it world). If you don't believe in Him you go to
represents a severe lack of temperance with
Hell but if you do you go to Heaven. Now, I
respect to pJeasure.
remember once reading that God doesn't care if
Religion gives you a clear and untainted per- you believe in him out of fear or out of Jove,
spective on life, enabling you to do great things but just that you believe in Him. What I'm saywithout wanting reciprocation. I know your ing is that you should at least look at this as if .
line of thinking: 'butGod has no logical place it were a business transaction for Heaven's
in the Universe!' God cannot be determined sake! (literally, for "Heaven's Sake!"): If you
through logic because God is logic before logic believe in Him and it turns dm: He does exist,
existed. Open a Physics textbook and look at you get a ticket to Heaven; if not, it's mighty
the equations inside. Do you see that... that's hot down there and if I understand correctly
they don't serve long island iced tea's.
part of God -the laws of Physics are God in the
most tangible form. Let me ask you this: can
But it's not only about the belief in the exisyou tum off the law of gravity on earth, or the tence of God. You need to live your life as if
law of gravitational attraction anywhere in .the you are not the only hwnan on this planet.
Universe? The answer is you cannot. And-don't Instead of always watching your own back,
say 'yes, in a simulator at NASA. ' The simuJa- watch someone else's every D()W and then, and
tor capsule itself is still subjected to gravity. So
if they need help give it to them. Be altruistic
what do you call the proven theorems in (if there really is such a thing as altruism
Physics, like gravity? Well isn't the definition -because personally, I enjoy helping others and
of God the all knowing, all controlling thing or that's why I keep helping them: this breaks the '
being? Well what do you call Physics then? definition).
Does it not know all (you can't know more than '
Don't steal and don't lie (I know it's hard and
it because you can't tum it oft), and does it not
we all drop the occasional ~hite lie, but try
control all? Jump off the ground and I bet
you're coming down. That's God "in the
Continued on Page 12
flesh"; a set of laws that govern the universe
By Ovid Sanders

~

The opinions expressed on the ()p-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The TIcker editorial staff. The TIcker accepts ori1y
typewrittenand signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent u~n an editorial board v~te. Letters
must beno more than 350 words, typewritten and signed•..Unsigned JetW'S will DOt be publtshed, _Howel£er~wbe]:\_appropriate~~es will be·~~'~ ~ _ ~ ~..
should provide day and evening telephone numbers, All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor:
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By Vanessa 'Witenko
Seriously. sick people should stay home. The
reason is that when sick people come to school
or \\ ork they place innocent healthy people at
risk
Earlier this semester I became sick I had the
seasonal \ irus. w hich put me in the hospital.
left me without food for a week. and placed me
In bed \\ ith a fev er for eight days. I must thank
Grace. a fellow ticker editor for this. After this
incident I declared. "if you are sick do not
come into the ticker, because you get others
sick and 11"S not fair"
If vou are not aware of the ticker office let me
explain The editors office is a small closet
\\ ith 1\\ 0 computers. and no \\ indow s. r 0 get
to the office ~ ou Il1U~t walk through one room.
then another room. and finally through the last
door, all \\ i thout \\ indow s. '1 here Isn't an)
\. COli lation I1m\ cv cr Franck Mongbc... mother
ticker editor faded to understand that sick peeple In a non- \ cnt: latcd. hot room, get other pconlc SIC\-. Ile got me sick again anJ he abo got
Julie Adams. 0;1\ c \1anlIlcL and Julie 00.11 110
,,!(I-,. I"dn(h: cou id hard~ taiJ... Ill ... \l1IC': was
"\.) rJSr:' and he \'...;." ,:\)ubhlr~g l'\ cr: where.
I h i-: I'" \\ h:- <ick pe"r1c . . . ,:.),ilJ :--L,i:- home.
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family members sick. The cycle continues until
Continued from page 11
there are reports of a bad flu on the news. This
attitude of --I can handle anything; even when
anyway). Finally. be ethical and do what's
I'm sick", contributes to the spread of the virus.
right. For me, l believe in the Protestant Ethic.
Lessons on AIDS should be applied to the
For what it says about the role of work ill life.
common cold or flu. For exarnp Ie. if a person
has AIDS or is HIV positive. they are told to . the human spirit, and other marvelous things.
This ethic spurns things like laziness. selfishtake precautionary steps so that others are not
ness, passion and lust, and unabashed coninfected. The same reasoning should be
sumption and spending.
applied to the flu. a cold. etc.
One more, and crucial point to make. I know
Some argue that they need to be at work. oththat Christianity says you should abstain from
erwise a project would not be finished in time.
Others have an important meeting to attend. If sex before marriage. and other religions say
similar things. And personally. the ethic I folone were concerned about thei r work. they
low says sex is unimportant, sav e reproduction.
would also be concerned about their fellow
But here my beliefs reach a crossroad, and I
workers. If one person is out of work due to the
have to lay my ethics aside
flu. there are other employees who can do
her/his tasks. I understand the Sick person may
be the only person who "can really do the Job:'
but I would hope there arc equally qualified
people that could handle the task. However. If
there are not. e-mail. tclepho ncs and fax
machines. arc av ai lablc. I hcsc methods allow
the sick worker ((1 do work without placing
.
healthy people at risk.
Sick people who gl.' to SChlW! or \\ ork arc
inconsiderate of health) people J ask all sic],
people not to go to SChO,)! or \\ ork I arn UP~c!
that I hav c rescheduled '1; 'KJ.!\.,:-U[' exam

I do this because I ife is too empty for me. and
only halfas beautiful, ifnot less than that, without women in my life. And perhaps now I'm
getting to the most interesting point in this
commentary. I think that you do not have to be
everything that God wants you to be for Him if
you don't want to. Don't let the one-or two
points of "difference" keep you an unbeliever.
Remember that God is above all things, forgivmg.
I leave .-vou with this: believe in something,

anything. if not in a religion (but that's infinitely more desirable) And let that person, place.
or thing envelop your soul. Let yourself be
sold. Let yourself be sold, and you will enjoy
a spirit ual Heaven on earth.

The Ticker is always looking for promising' men
and women with the ability

to express them.

selves clearly and concisely on various issues.

Are you one of them?

twice because peep j c 1·s.ccp ;-:!~Jng me
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By James McCullen
It seems that everyone is jumping on the
"false ali as and grotesque writing" bandwagon

in the Op-Eds section of the Ticker, so why not
I jump aboard. The Op-Eds section is filled
with babbling by people who think they have
something intelligent to say, but in reality are
talking out of their asses (ooh my first bad
word!). The March 26 issue is a prime example
of this.
I will start with Menachern Green, the OpEds editor. The Editor's Note has been consecutively atrocious since he took over for ex-OpEds editor, Franck Mongbe, Mr. Green manages to waste a lot of space without saying a
thing. This time is no different. He reveals that
K. Jack's article "Jealous.of Our Athletes" was
nothing more than yet another Black "we are
oppressed" whine-fest, but Mr. Green fails to
capitalize on this revelation. Where are your
balls. Mr. Green? Are you afraid of getting an
ass-whooping on the train by the thug community of Baruch College? Such dangers are part
of the deal when you write Op-Eds.
Next is the idiocy of Michael Ferrarella, who
continually writes about the idiocy of Mr.
Green and Nelly Neira's writings, but sounds
1ike a· mindless drooling imbecile in the
process. Yes, Mr. Ferrarella.iyou sound like an
imbecile. People do get insulted when called
an imbecile, and you should too. We~ve all
heard what you think about that, but IT DOESN'T MAITER WHAT YOU THINK! Has anyone besides me noticed that Mr. Ferrarella's
writings contribute to the poor writings of the
Ticker, not help to raise them? Your writings
sound downright obsessive of your targets. If
you want them both so badly, just say so and
spare the Baruch ComlTlun.ity of your sexual
pleas in disguise.
As far as Nelly Neira goes, she capitalizes on
the fail ures of "No
Religion"
and
"Unspeakable," this time about how tne media
effects ~hat men and women expect from each
other in a relationship. This is most certainly
not true. Everybody knows that they want a
partner who will be submissive, and be ready
for sex at any given mOOlent. I do Rot need
some shitty magazine totell me this. Ms. Neira
continues to whine about beauty being "presented as being the answer to everything."
Only ugly people complain about such things,
so Ms. Neira you must be one nauseatingly
repugnant piece of swill. Maybe some religion
will "pull the trigger" on you to put you out of
your misery. Yes. I read your articles, regard-

Note to the Editor

I ess of how piss-poor they are. Suck it, Ms.
Neira!
Speaking of miserable people, David
Martinez writes an Op-Ed in favor of immigrants. Apparently Mr. Martinez is offended
that someone feels that immigrants should
show respect to America. Well, moron, of
course immigrants should respect America!
They are living here, not the downtrodden hellhole they carne from. They should have
American flags in every window and kiss the
feet of every American-born citizen they come
in contact with! Judging by Mr. Martinez's
name, and the picture that has appeared in the
Asylum, he is obviously an immigrant himself
and is merely using this opportunity to show
favoritism to his fellow Welfare money-wasting, drunken, disease-carrying wastes of life.
Don't worry, Mr. Martinez. Your "people"
haven't disowned you just because you attend
tile prestigious Baruch College. And that is the
bottom line.
The stupidity that is "Lessons For Life"
proves that stupid bitches should nr t be
allowed to write. I am referring to both Celine
Ruben-Salama and Annette Gourgey. It is
shocking that a teacher actually responded to a
Ticker Op-Ed, especially to the idiocy written
by Ms. Ruben-Salama. This shock wears off
when I realize that it merely a worthless
adjunct that has responded. Ms. Ruben-Salama
could not even get a real teacher, a professor, to
respond to something that directly attacks professors. This proves that Ms. Ruben-Salama is
irrelevant in the daily existence of the Baruch
Community, and only an adj unct crying for
attention cares enough to respond. It's true, it's
true.
A sad attempt to mock another writer, written
by "Dickulatiol1" is something I believe to be
some of the lo'!'est writing in the Ticker's history. Somebody has a problem with this
Tribulation character that writes in the worthless Asylum "arts and entertainment" sectiol1,
wd rather than take it up with this character,
writes just the worst article ever. You people
need to calm down. This "Tribulation" person
is probably some single, whiny little woman
who struggles to find something to fill the void
tl1at her man ~Ace filled. Just ignore the problem and it will go away. It's so simple.
The rest of the Op-Eds were nothing to speak
of, they just take up space. I am sick and tired
of having to use the Ticker as paper for my dog
to shit on. What ever happened to Op-Eds that
actually speak about relevant topics that have
to do with the school or things that effect students' lives?

l11

By Michael Ferrarella

Reading last issue's Editor's Note, r was
proud to see that Op-Ed editor Menachem
Green caught the true reason behind the writing
of K. Jack's "Jealous of Our Athletes" piece:
"... the media does not like to see young black
millionaires and are quick to paint them as
greedy and arrogant jocks." K. Jack thought
he or she was crafty enough to stick that sentence in the midst of a falsified plea to appreciate athletes. It has been noticed, and now any
legitimate points that may have been made in
the article are overshadowed by this "my race
is not appreciated" rant. Better luck next time,
K. Jack.
Unfortunately, my pride for Mr. Menachem
quickly fades as I see the usual Menachernisms corresponding to my article. Why these
always occur in my articles, I may never know.
Yet another word change debacle has occurred,
this time in reference to now nobody would be
offended by being referred to as an "imbecile."
I wrote, "It is inconceivable ... " which Mr.
Menachem changes to "It was inconceivable... " Now my sentence no longer makes
sense. "Was" refers to the past. It IS inconceivable, as not even a simpleton would find being
referred to as an "imbecile" as offensive. Nor
will anyone EVER find "imbecile" offensive,
thus it "i s inconceivable." Mr. Menachern also
decides to alter my references to him as "Mr.
Menachem" to read "Mr. Green." It is done

with the fullest of intentions that I refer to him
as "Mr. Menachem." Where does he get the
audacity to change my phrasing? My profound
command of the English language and my
handfuP of gray hairs bestow onto me the right
to refer to anyone as I choose. He also revises
my references to Nelly Neira from "Miss
Nelly" to "Miss Neira." Sigh.
Speaking of Miss Nelly, she writes' an article
entitled "Beauty and the Media" which is surprisingly concise and rational. I am having
heart palpitations!
Her statement that the media "affects. if not
alters our perception of beauty and what is
expected of the opposite sex" is something I
agree with wholeheartedly. "Beauty" magazines such as Cosmopolitan tell women how
they "should" look. Men's' magazines feature
"perfect" women and tell men how their PaI1ner "should" look and how the men "should"
behave. Television and movies tell one that if
they are attractive, they will find an equally
attractive partner th-at will dress scantily and
partake in sexual relations at any time. All of
these forms are the most abhorrent detritus that
can be found in this existence. I am nauseated
by all of this on a daily basis. A partner in a
relati onship will like you for who you are, not
because you fit some "standard of beauty."
More rational writings such as Miss Nelly's
and fewer errors from our favorite "Madman"
will continue to make the illustrious Baruch
College newspaper a readable publication.
Now you know, and mowing is half the battle.

- s..

Publication Media
By Anthony Lo Pinto

To all at the Ticker,
I recently have been horrified by the latest
editions of the Ticker. This so called "publication media" needs a major restructuring of their
editors. My major concern is in reference to
the Op-Ed section edited by Mr. Green. His
decisions are not being made with professional
mind seL Rather it is being blinded by his personal beliefs. As edito.r,- he-has a -duty to only
publish articles that are well written and obviously non-offensive. In the latest edition there
was an article in.the Op-Ed section in which a
student referred to homosexuals as "fags" and
that they all "lick asses" and "suck cocks." The
author hides their identity by using an alias
name. Why won't they publish their name? If
they think what they say is true, then wny the
cowardliness act of hiding? Mr. Green should
not have published such a viscous attack.on the
homosexual community at Baruch.
Another point to be made is that the Ticker
has failed to fulfill their promise. In the second
to last issue~ Mr. Green referred to me as an
"imbecile." When I confronted the Ticker they

prom ised an apology for such a bad choice of
words. Unfortunately to date, no apology has
been made. If the promise was said with no
intention of being fuUHled, then why bother to
say stJch a thing? Part of being responsible and
professional is to owe up to your mistakes. Is
the Ticker so arrogant that they cannot admit
when they are wrong?
Some contributors of the Ticker may b~ reading this and ask 'why am I addressing all the
mistakes committed by one person to the entire
staff()ftheTickerr't am addressing the TIcker
as a whole instead ofjust Mr. Green in particular because of two reasons. The first is that
since Mr. Green has a responsible role of being
an Editor his actions and beliefs are taken to be
the actions and beliefs of all at the Ticker. The
second is because all the staff members of The
Ticker have a responsibility to stop someone
like Mr. Green from discrediting the Ticker.
Their lack of such attempts shows that they are
behind him every step. of the way.
I am sure that this one e-mail will not change
the minds of anyone, but you can be sure that
this is not the last of my attempts for change.

COMIC OF THE WEEK
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OPPORTUNITY For FULL Tl F
for Seniors and Graduate Students
Ifyou're interested, please bring your reSlllne to
360 Par~ Avenue South, Room 1357
Tel: (212) 802-6730
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The following awards are also open to other student" as described:

~ Afith a money-saving Eurailpass,

you can make tracks in Europe

i wherever and whenever the impulse moves you.
r

l!\ \.ariety of Railpasses are available. including: Eurailpass Youth Flexi-Travel
. <~r'y ~ 0/15 days in 2 months (17 countries), $458iS99 ~

Council Travel ....- - t
Amertca's leader in Student Trove

www.counciltravel.co
205 E. 42nd Street
212..822·2700

April 6,2001
8pm
Mason Hall
Baruch College

254 Greene Street
212-254-2525
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No Concensus Among Analysts Over the
Market's Next Move
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vffirmat "t: Actior. Setback
Deal i 'lg another setback 1() ::.nlfnatih'
.cuon. <.:. .ederal judge ruled lucsuay that the
,~(. of r:1I' '-? in .:,dn,l-;si()n~ at the tiPI' ersity of
-Iichrgar iaw school is unconstiruuonal. U.~.
:)istn~t ...dge Bernard Friedman, di a case
...;:oselv ','I;;1tcht:l..1 b· educators across the coun~':. acknowlccgcu there is a "long and tragic
r istory OJ race ut,::nminatlon in this country."
'Whate' c- soluu.v the law school ':!,'Cb to
d"SUr' '"
·'-;t ~e race-neurral." the judge said
Ihe fi.)~.j·, must be upon ~h~; merit :'; .ndivid_aJ applicants, not upon ch:.lra~:Lt,;nstics of
,'Kial giUilp~."
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Abroad Required for International
Rusiness Studen'ts
,
The Un:\ersitv of Cincinnati. the 1'-ni'Yt:rsitv
.
vf Texas-A ustin, and Carneg.le Me; ;on in
l;ittsburgn lr~ !ll~~ a :... w of ~he programs that
·,~quire 'h~1: ,orne. If r.Oi :11L of their inlerna: ',)i,al bl,.;;!ri~S~ stud~nts go o\ot:rseas be<,;ause J!
;; \ ~~ them a compet;ti\,e edg~, among other
'. ·Ile~it~· ": set.: In,' rc ..1.,'1d more required 19!obi progr<..l.;1~"'." say ~ Sarah Beaton. branch ehief
.'. ,h~ :"~::"nuHol"ai studies t~am at the C.S.
t._ ~;.lC3.l· ;. Ut:~t
i kr dt.:~'artmem l''i(:"lurages
:Uf.lel·t' ~ ...~ g.c'i ;, •. elnatlc'nai expcflc"('(' and
,liqr1hu~-:' " "S 1:- T""!;';~)n W U:Jl\ c' ,i~:-:" and
,I)ilel!e~ \' ';11 ~I;cn pm;ram~ ~.nnl1atly. In
.:I'-!O- tht:. =_ ,:':LJ1.-:!' "':;::'L11bL:i-.:Jju~i. ~'.: OHi-
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Bush S~jJ ,(1 a
,~1~'~ch ...... ;,. .' '1: l~::- ,~::>;: r. ,~' a : !-:. Cl.r, SIt.
,:I.llm ld\ ~ d1 .d:<r•. ~'. ';1ira:-i:1g his t,~,\ ;.;ut
,'Jans \' 1t;1 1';'.':-( t': L)r:l;~r Pr~,idcnts Ronald
f't:aga:'
- :.n,7;,'i'r! F !o-..e!mec".- '\:llch \\t:r~ ian.~.'f :l~ ~ ~~,d~ ,·f !h~' C~t~i!0n~y. Bush ::-aid hi~
rlan Cl)U" J H,!,!1ne :lntHhcr gencr.Hion nf
~ro\\ th

Cuts
"-.iortei ".:!\\ \);-i-,:" I o.p ~ ?\.; 1U )c'.m r.rm~;.:
;n;ll\'st~' '\, !'rst f'.:ai~ qn ! u..:~(L:\ 3,"; thc: \\ l)rLd\
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men, fur.he-i ::.ia:,h~J its 1ir~l-qu..u!~r .:stimates
t:lld sad :t ,\ oulJ cut 5.000 !T!l)!"e j'.lb~ amid :m
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Investment Advice for Those Who Dare
Face the Bear
,..

- - - ---------

A Baruch Graduate Offers His View on
How Investors Can Come Out on Top

! ha\L

.1"

'ex ). . is' ) . .)

I.i

~

~

'he \l/3It [)I..,nc~ '_ lJ. wi! I eJ imillate 4,000 fuHlime·Jo[)s. Of about ~ tkrcent of its "'...· ork force.
citing" increasingly pressing chalienges of the
,oftening eo)Oornic ~nvi mnment."
Palm Inc, the dominant maker of handheld
computers. said that the soft economy has
forced it to cut jobs and trim fourth quarter
. . forecasts.
Jobs' Promises Regarding Students
Apple CEO Steve Jobs has promised that
Apple win redouble its efforts to win back the
lead in -selling computers to schools and colleges, which account for 40 percent of the
company's sales, Both students and' teachers
appreciate Apple's design smart-looking col'nputers that are easy to use and incorporate the
hottest new technology.

!~J:

l·es. hut .... hert: do you
~l)" \!,)~I :)~q):t,: \d1l) art: ne',\ to th~ market ar~
k~:< h.':~:~1~\~ ~h·_'\ dtm'r k,w\\ \\ hich stocks to
bu: d;- -:X'1Cl~:, ::\)\.\ ~\ ;llioeate !h~ir mone\.
B-=.:n lt1~1~. J,,);lC fhat. Som-= kssons can be;
~·'r:"!1;\i\.l. '.\ hilt: u~h~r~ can co~t ~ DU mt:rd:
.:\',Hn.e of) l)ur time in \>trairing for> our selcl.:tions to climb back into the black.
Tht:re art: different rt:suurc~s that) ou can use,
fn:e l.lf charge, that \:al1 help you in selecting
\.. inncr~, Ther~ ~rt: also services that promist.:
large :-dllrns - for a priet:o Any good investing
strat~g:, incorporates a few different types of
mformation. In no. particular order, here are the
thmgs ytlU net;d to keep in mind, and places
.vou can find information.
.
Flr~t of all. we need to know about the general m.!rkdS. Depending on the condition of the
indices, you may want to go long or short. If
the index is in bear.territory, then you may want
to reconsider going against the grain and betting on long. Always remember. the trend is
your friend - don't bet against him. If you do,
it had better be at a reversal point - which by
the way i-5 no easy task to find. Use charts to
see the general direction of the indices. This
leads us into the next I)'pe of information you
need,
Technical analysis is the study of charts and
past information to infer where a stock will go.
t'\\:l

:'llur

!\1any peop k .don't I
use thiS method
hecausc past performance does not preJict future p~rfor
ma!1et:. I Iowe\'er, it
dot:::> ha\'L" some
I..'lcJ~bi]it\
For
InstanCl:. ant.: of th-:
ob\ ious things you
can gain from it is an
idea of the general
trend. \Vhen you
look at a chart for a
trend, you want to
consider the bigger
picture, a year or
two should give you
a good picture of
v. hat is haPl?ening in
the markets. If new
highs are lower than
the old ones, or new lows are lower than the old
ones, you may be looking at a downtrend \vhich may mean to- go short at one of those
highs.
Here's some food for thought. ,.. I know'
someone who bought Broadvision for $20 per
share, watched it hit $40, and then watched it
crawl down slowly to about $3. When I last
asked him, h~ was waiting for it to hit $40
again bef()re he sells. Broadvision did hit
around $100, but has been in a downtrend
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Rough

processing services

1,599

Health services,
not elsewhere classified

1,?09

Residential care
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,.low u..
more time to ~ai-\.C ":,are o l p~r:-l. '....,: mtHI,.:
Employees arc able to play with :l<:r kid'
watch tclev ision during traditional busiu,:
hours and put 1inishmg touches on a report (1:_ .
ing evening hours ,...'hik- the surxr . isor IS '
home eating dinner.
Whcr....: does this suuan.»: .cavc d,~. 2radu£l: .
of tomo: row
Accor d ing h' Emf' \ ·'·,~neurc:
Management Professor R.-)hert i ( ~cy. :11"
art: \\ays tor ·~1'.ldl:nb :" prevent .hcir ~KiL
from becoming obsolete. Foskey ,,-.ivises st'·
dents to gam as much computer and cornmun.
cation skills as possible and to take advantag
of all Baruch's resources while the) are still i
school to strengthen their abilities. Foskc
flexible work

Sit down, relax, and clear your mind Are
you calm: Good. Now listen for the voice of
·1
your favorite professor-- do you hear it'! Is the
voice saying your career may become obsolete
in the not so far future, maybe within the next
five) ears after) our graduation? You may be
Macollvie Jean-Francois
shocked, a little worried and even confused.
Acting Business Editor
But you soon dispel all fears by conv incing
yourself that this can't happen to you.
Looking for a hefty tax return this year? For
If you do believe your career is not going
those who have yet to file their taxes, make
anywhere, you are mistaken.
sure your accountant knows' about all the difIn a time filled with so many new and posiferent breaks the government gives students.
tive forms of technology, lack of job opportuThe Internal Revenue Service provides hunnities would be the last thing on a
dreds or thousands in Earned Income Credit to
Baruch College student's mind.
full-time students under 24 years of age whose
Unemployment rate in 1998
Technology has enabled the refrigfamilies earn under $31, 152 and have children
(Percent)
Education attained
Median earnings in 1997 (dollars)
erator-sized computers of the past
and to those individuals with no children who
1.3
Professional degree
72,700
to evolve into the palm-held comearn under $ J0,380.
1.4
Doctorate
62.400
puters of the present Technological
To qualify, the law mandates that the student
1.6
50,000
Master's degree
innovations have changed our lives
be enrolled full-time for at least five months of
1.9
4 (, ~ 00
in many ways. For instance, they
Bachelor's degree
the year. A students also qualifies if he or she
I
have answered the prayers of stuAssociate degree
31 -'-'-00
earned less than $2.800 during the school, the
12 . 5
dents and professors , v ith on-line
~ 3. 2
person filing for he or she paid more than half
30,400
Some co!!ege no degree
teaching; even though this style of
of the student's total support and is claimed as
4.0
Higil-sch00i oracuate
26,000
learning it is still in the beginning
,
/()O
a .lcpcndent. Support means providing food,
:
~,
"f"'~~"
•
.
~
~l-..
'0'
dl"
iorns
17 ,1
~:-;..) ~
'.~i ... ~V~ .~...J:
~)I.
'::.1.
: ;1, I \ ..
stages
and
has
not
been
implementl
~Iothing. shelter, education, transporta~ion and
ed e\ cr~ \"hcre, it is \'ery com'emedicai cxpcnst:s. among others.
rlunemploym~nt and earnings for year-round, fUil-tir:,:; 'Nork-; ,.; age :2( :=tnd Qve, -- jy 1
nient for thos,-= who ha'e c;xperi·
T!lt: 1RS ~lso considers student loans as sup.educational attainrlent
!I
I
__
enced it. For example. jf a student
P(lr! by the person responsible for repaying it.
is absent t'r.. ;m c1as~ he or sh..: eouid
The s~r\'ice is 3\. ailable in room 902 of the
,
log on t~ the SCHOOl'S weh site and fi :;u thL in that fldd, \... tli~f- i::> ~ulls!dLr·_ J \\ flltt:- .' \! ~d.r.
: :. h'.~ (': ..
I .
2(lth Street budding. on T uc~day. \Vcdn~sda)
pa~e
~o
n.::tric'
\?
the
J1etc~
i:1!
'5..:l1
.-teacher's
w..:b
\\('uid h~' thn:a".:n,:d .., h~ dti-:: .. ~l.!l-:: .<.1l1h.:
g.~_tfl·',.
and rhursda: fmm lOam to 8pm. Th(:re are six
that
day.
us..:
of
t:lL
In
'rt!C(
;i,
~i
lC\'.·,
11.'J.
',laJ
.•
'
,!1
"h.:!,
o~h~r locations thr,'tighout the five boroughs:
.
l
All tech~·1Iogy. l1i.. \, ('\·e r. docs nOl ha\ t.: lI:\O".\', : 1
0: ~ in Chinato\\r1. Oi~;: on the Lu'.\·er East Side,
I' .
itjn~ dTl:l:l Of: humail socldy. ~spccl<lih \' hen
th..: prim ln~Ji~..
l)t"~ tht: Bronx. onc :~righton B~a~h. Brookl~ n
it comes te. [he j, h m:lTkel. Although ,·,::,"11,' dt'..
I','
; 1·...: : ':'~ 11',:a' a: kll..: t:·;:,~
l: lU\IU'
aid two in Flushin!!. Queens. Students should
...· lll,.i· :1:~L' ,\,~'j,_.:
g)
has
bro,,:ght
n~\\
.Il)b
'JpplH1Unl!
il:~.
"l
i.!
:...~"'
ll1 ..... ~
1l 1.
l., r~' U:
:,h
l:J.
'
.:
~lr':
\ I~it either the ccntcr at Baruch or the Dean of
ous markt:ts, it h:l~ also reduced or d:rr:rlkJ
l:~~~,- 11.~I~ '::-, ;:_ .
~:l1d~nts' otlicc on the 17th tll'or of 360 PAS
,1 \
certain
johs
tilat
now
usc
<J
Ul,Hi:a;
lun.
I.:l1 . •,~;, t' .. >l_.~U~) \\ll: ~ J~"'Jll": ':~":::.,: :~-. ~
fur eX<1ct locations.
,\ ,)r~ ,n : il~\ " lkr . ':".1 ,h<..: ~.:sual l)!'\i((" .'pa.c~
Automation is the applicition ,of I'l:lach:,lI.. ; tu
d' i '
.\'mcd \, ith :nJo:-nw.!ion about how to gl:t
p:-.l'.' G·.'I:
;,\.
qd·;· ·~ .. l: LJ-:" v.n:-I-.J.:.'·. for
do tasks perfl.)rm.:d by human beings: 1;', . :h-:r
: "lir rn()il'~Y bar k.. ma: he )- Oll will he aole to
. ,.• 1) _
\\oros. th~ rerlaccm~nt at' humap
~"·\n
I"l.'· n:.iC\.. aL th()~-: ... rcdn c2rd c,)mpanics you'll
!;. ...;,
Th~ ~':i"k';: ,lI,)rtion ('f ,.. orker::, ~l1kc" , I"
(.J . :1i ... ~! ~,' ( ) 1
, 11_' ,:., 'r ;'C:] l'.'ffi c back fronl. Spri..g Break.

;-',-'j ~·\...t-

.'. l'r!l)n,: jd..\;~~L ..... ~:-P. ~d;~I.:,1t !J.~\. ~\..::'"

)II r ,_,,-,}:
... , . l ·...
l

. .. » . ' )
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Sometimes in ..esting can be compared to
boxing. As a pugilist, you step into the ring.
poised and confident. you expect to take sorn-.
hits but you also plan to land some as \vell.
Sometimes you get knocked out and take a
loss. while other times you land a hit and you
cash in. Well. if that's correct. then In' cstors
these days must fed like they've received an
uppercut to the mouth after what has occurred
in the market in past weeks.
Beleaguered investors. who moved their
funds out of NASDAQ technology stocks and
into "safer." old economy stocks in the industrials and thought their money would be insulated from the woes of the market got a rude
awakening recently. From March 20 to the
22nd, the Dow Industrial Average fell 9.1 percent. or 913.40 points. to an intra-day low of
9106.54. The intra-day low left the Dow off
22.8 percent from its record close of 11,722.98
set on January 14th of last year. Had the DJIA
closed at that level, ,a drop of 20 percent from
a closing high, the average would ha ~'e established a bear· market.
The precipitous fall , ....as due in part to the
fallout from the fed's parsimonious 50 basis
point cut on interest rates when already v..eaf)
inv~slOrs were hoping for 2 75 basis poi,·.t cut.
The dilemma facmg most jnvc'stors no\... is,
"~hQu!d we capitu~~,e and u...)\.. ~ Oill .1l.Jnc)
into th~ money market or get back lr. i,ecause
,.. e'\.·~ ha\ ~ alrcaJ;.- seen :~,: 0()ti.om'" The
answer to that all depends on ',\ l:\)r~ \ I,Ll ask
.\'Iarket prognosticators h.J\ c m:\e..i \ i,:\.\ s \,)
tht: subjecl. Stratcgi~ts at \\.'all ~trcd fin",

blue collar workers because there .ire 11,)\....
machines that arc more: ~ffi\"':-=lit and -; ;1L:l.:ll'.,.:
by handling tnt: task of two .·r rhrc. human
workers. Many students feel that the .mplcmentation of technology will not artcct the
white-co llar employee who ;1~S a degree
"I'm not worried about the new technology
entering the job market because 1: \.. ill only
affect factory workers.' said .I anicc Hughes. ;1
junior majoring. in Management
Automation docs not ani) Ji-kc l the blue-collar worker but also the white-collar, A 1998
Wall Street Journal article focused 1)[1 the continuous and growing use of rile Internet a~ a
daily source of information, implying that the
future of print periodicals and .:uh opportunities
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bc:,t site tor chartinf a stock or

I ha\.1? {()und. is Marketwatch.co!11.
Management and
:'h~y ha\'t: the most advanced charting feature
.1.034
1,500
public relations
lnat allo'.\-:) ~ou to use rdati\t: strength. among
man) other useful t~atures. Brieny, when rela-tile..' strength is low, a stock has a greater
4,623
3,230
Personnel supply services
;.:kmce to underperfonn or decline. Another
u,~Lft!1 feature is momentum. Momentum
Siuree: DecuUlti.oal Dutll.k Handb8.k. The nVI indUstries With the ic.stest wale and
: d~rs to the buying and selling power in the
!l13rket. \Vhen th~rc are more ou:yers, momen- '
iun~ is positive. and \'ice yersa. The points of
intl-.:ct:on \0. hen momentum is practically zero
~an often show a change in buying and selling
Continuedfrom Page 16
!nrct.:s in lhe market. For the best technical
anaiysis. , isit Businessweek.com and look for
fall. Rohcrt J.. Shiller_ :.lutnc,r of iT >Jll(,·~(tl
believe that the market will reco\'cr t:,i" ~,(;a:
S:'Il1Jan.i & Poor's Market Anal) st Paul
Exuberance. points out that )ince 1 Y')~ .. 11.: ,:2J':':l
and hare recommended large stock allocations.
Chl:rne\ 's column. "Cherne\'_
on .
the Mar~ets".
betw~en prices and ~amings 'has 1)(,.;: .],;',:;'
Thomas McManus of Bank of America
! k is ;,1 gre;,1t technical analyst \\ ho is right
remarkabk:
tb:: ;Jrice inti:-· !t)oKS!' k:..: '. : ('.ck..:.
Sccurities said it wa~ time for a "h-.:ai;ng
:Hore than half of the time. by my estimation.
"-, .()-r 'f "~.,
shl'p• 'l"li""
.....!\. • ;. [e- ...) HI ' th
.. • ..
.. o··I'l['·,
U'='
1 . . . ...
. .:,.>,,:"
process" to b~gin. i\1cManu~ has ad\'l~eJ Sl/m~
I Ie will tell you what the markets should do
[,orbnant P E ra~io5. ,':.:-.:i~u ~'\ vl1i..ugeot::
clicnts to move thcir money out 01' bond~ and
the next day. His articles come out around
in\cstor speculation. is one of the mall) faC{()fS
into stocks.
(l.JOpP1 almost every evening, and should give
that
caused the :cch bubble:: to bur~t iast year
Another optimist is Robert Morris. chit:f
~,,)U an idea of how to tnid~ the next day.
To get a sampling, let's "al<c 2. loo;- at snm.:
investment oflicer at Lord Abbett Jersey Cit: In summary. I:>car in mind (no pun intended)
based fund-management group. He points ou~ companies. Pfizer Inc. trad,~:;; ?~l il !.. I~~ ;"3,;.) t' r
,hal the genera! markets as well as some techmore :l1an :~,) ::';'"."1 M:G,":':('l~~~'" ':.t ·;.:i~,~~"-..
that in the past. stocks have moved up 25 pernical analysis before investing. but don't
cent in the twelve mOllths following a ~hird sucinyest solely on this information. Technical
cessive
Federal
Reserve
rate
cut
analysis is not the only basis for investing. You
On the t1ip side, there are those who believe
also need to know your comp.any, its industry,
it will take vears before a sustained rebound to
when its reported earnings C()me out any other
"
bring indices back to their respective highs.
big· news event and the general sentiment.
Jeremy Grantham, co-founder of Boston
Ironically, bullish sentiment can have some
money r.lanager Grantham, Mayo. Van
hcarish implications. But all this will be
Otterloo & Co said, "\Vhen the bubble bursts, it
\:xplained in the next article.
breaks the hearts of investors for a generation."
If you would like to reach me. e-mail me at
Furthermore, he added. "A bear-market rally
generat;on~ 1/
'N ickey. Beharry@us.ArthurAndersen.com.
could last for two or three quarters, but a steady
rising market is unlikely to occur until a new
Write For Ticker Business
generation of investors arises who haven't suf- To make more sense llf this. in (he *rollghs of
other bear rnarkel:i, the ';\It:. age P !E'~' ',vere 14
fered in this wipeout."
or
15 times traiiing carnjngs~ acc.o:·ding ~!J Ned
Stop by Rm 1522/360 PA.S or E-Mail the
Due in part to high price to earning ratios of
Davis Rese:!!"ch. As of rh:s w,:ting, it is 22.
many stocks, the market still has more room to
Ticker at Jick_r_biz@yahoo.com
inJc\..

I

.1.6
....
. 0..,

45
43

1,393

salin 8mpl'~lIIentIrlwtll. 1998-2008.

Analysts Speculate on the E"conomy's Direction

~

.a.

since.
Consider Cisco. Many people thought it was
at a good price wh~n it was close to $50 last
year, then they thought it was·a deal around
$30. then even a better deal around $23. Now..
everyone is ecstatic because it is around $18,
Sounds familiar? The point is: NEVER buy
into a downtrend, Odds are highly against you
that you woul~ have actually selected the bottom.
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"When the bubbie
bursts, it b,:eaks the
hearts of investors for
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"Purchases
WCW: Night
One
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-

.

By David ~artinez
Managing Editor
~

"The best way to beat a billionaire is to become
one 'yourselfl"
These are the words of Vincent K. McMahon,
\'o ho has done what seemed nearly impossible a
mere four years ago: he has bought out his
competition. World Championship Wrestling
(WCW). for years the main competitor of the
World Wrestling Federation (WWF), is now
McMahon property.
For nearlv six months. AOL Time Warner has
ht:cn shopping their wrestling promotion
around to suitors. Fusient Media was the front
runner all along. but pulled out of the deal once
. WC\V had its television contract terminated.
l'his lett room for Mr. McMahon's W\\iFE to
move into the top buyer's spot. Within a week.
WC'\;..' was his.
This was more to the W\VF and Mr.
Mclvlahon than just a simple purchase. For
Mclvlahon, it w as a long fought \ ictory in a
\\ ceklv. ratings war thai nearlv
. sent his own
company into bankruptcy. The purchase. as he
so vehernentlv
. showed on the W\\;F's flagship
cable program. H/\\V is \VAR. was a morale
\ ictory as well. "I am going to love watching
those old tapes. hearing about how the WVv'F
was dead!" exclaimed McMahon on RA\V is
WAR. The rivalry was undoubtabley a driving
force in McMahon's purchase.
The rivalry. at many times. was bitter. \VCV/
actually tried to sabotage 'W·WF programming
b: an nouncing the outcome to several taped
R.\ W is \\'AR show during their own broadcust. One of the show's in question saw
\\ restler Mankind v... in the WWF title for the
first time in hIS illustrious career., But this
sturn back fired miserably as the W\VF won the
rati ngs war that week none the tess. WCW
enjoyed a long run of ratings wins. which
spanned a total of 152 consecuti ve weeks, and
was lead b)' an on going story angle featuring a
renegade group of wrestlers known as the New
World Order (n Wo). \VC\\". through the years
of 1995 to 1997 into 1998. held the ratings lead
over the \VWF w ith staggering dominance.
Each week. w henev er possible.' y..'CW
announcers and wrestlers alike put down the
competition. Eric Bischoff. who at the time
"as the President of we\\.. even went as far as
to sa) that the WWF "would never" beat them
in the ratings war. and they were "no competition." This lax attitude lead ~o many homogenized and recycled programs which gave the
WWF an opportunity to catch the channel flippers' attention.
March 26th was the pinnacle of the World
Wrestling Federations resurrection. For the
first (and probably the last) time in history.
Vince Mclvlahon's face was on TNT, Turner
Network Television. He opened up the WCW
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Shane McMahon '1akes control" of wew
(phot~Ct?"')

The face says It all! Vincent K. McMahon,
through years of a grueling ratings war with
IWCW, has finally bought the competition.
!photos: wwf.com

broadcast announcing his purchase of the
\\'CW franchise. Throughout the first hour of
the two hour programming. Vince made sure to
make raunchy cameo appearances that get
under the skin of the fans of WC'W'. in classic
heel (bad guy) fashion.
While the night featured a handful of amazing and classic matches (catalyzed
bv
.
... two
WCW stars and main representatives. Sting
and Ric Flair. facing off). McMahon made sure
to have his face in there with short sketches
whenever he could.
During the course of the program. the
announcers spoke with a great deal of uncertainty and the wrestlers fought like it was their
last match.
~

'fhen the mne 0 clock -hour came, and...RA\V
is \VAR kicked otT with a shocking announcement.
McMahon was at it again. this time in a room
with two televisions on. One had \\'\VF programming, the other. WCW. As McMahon
commented on how odd it was to have both
shows in his room. he stated the obvious purchase. As he observed the show on WCW, he
pointed out Jeff Jarrett who was on screen, a
former WWF wrestler who left under negative
circumstance. He then threw a major curveball
by firing Jeff Jarrett on the air!
"Jeff Jarrett used to like to spell his name JE-double F" J-A-double R, E, Double T! Now
he can spell his name G-O-double N, Double E.
t
,
because Jeff Jarrett. you are gone ... you re
fired!"
Following the shocking announcements made
to start the show, a final simulcast was teased
throughout the hour. At the end of hour I of
RAW is WAR (which is coincidentaly the final
hour of WCW programming), the simulcast
began. McMahon was announced to take the
ring, Once on screen, McMahon berated the
"redneck" WCW fans, and spoke about how
"appropriate" the demise of WCW would take
place in a bar in "trailer trash" Panama City
Beach, Florida,
He went on to talk about how he has the
WCW purchase contract in hand, but refuses to
sign it unless Ted Turner "himself" comes to
Wrestlemania, and signs WCW over at mid
ring. McMahon's on screen ranting was interr:upted by the theme music of Shane McMahon,
his son, -who was present at the Panama City
venue. Shane says that his father's "ego has
gotten the best" ofhim._ He went on to say that
Vince would not purchase WCW, because he
had beaten him to-it! "The contract already has
is: .Shane
a McMahon on it, and .that
. McMahon"
After ·McM~n's shocked
expression was. met with. cheers, Shane stilted
:, tbat WCW ~iU nJd~ !tis·~.agaiJl"j':lSflike he
would Idck his father's "ass" at WrestJemailia.
. ~·rJle first~of.~ new WWFIWCWrelationship began with promising steps forward,
Storylines were constructed, issues were
raised, and boundaries were- set. The ratings
reflected a..buge audience base. (1.0 combined)
for the event, and fans enjoyed the finale ofthis
historic televised wrestling rivalry.
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VOLLEYBALL REGULAR SEASON ENDSB:y Kenyatta Pious
Sports Consultant
The men's volleyball team has a .500 record
at 12-12 At press time. the Statesmen have
only one game left before the CUNYs. The
Statesmen went 3·1 in the past week. The team
defeated York J-O (30-19. 30-19. 30-28),
Brooklyn 3-1 (18-30. 30-26. 30-28. 30-24).
John Jay 3-0 (30-20. 30-20. 30-12) and lost to
NYC Tech 0-3 (23-30. 20-30. 28-30)
r he Statesmen hav c been paced b~ the exceptional play of Pei "Page" Chi Tsai w ho has
been absolutely unstoppable. Fhc team is in

". _We know that anything can happen
in the playoffs - the team that has the
best energy usually wins and lre hope
to be that learn!"
go-od shape to male some norse In the CUNYs.
With their fifth place seeding. the team still
docs not know who the) will play, but the)
know that the) are ready'
Earlier In the season, co-captain ChrIS
Waldmann said. "We have suffered because of
mj urres .if we just hold the fort down and stay
health) until the pia) offs. I think. that we shall
be tine! \Ve know that an) thing can happen in
the pia) offs - the team that has the best energy
us~all) v. ins and we hope to be that ream!"
That said. Baruc h has Just as good a chance as
any other team so long as It stays focused. One
of the Statesmen's problems is that It jumps out
to early leads and then relinquishes them This
cannot happen III the Cl '1\Ys'
C orne support your fe llow Baruchians - the

CUNY playoffs begin on Monday April 2nd.

The Statesmen will play NYC Tech in the first
round. The team should have no problems
because even though they lost to them. the
Statesmen were missing one of their key players in Ioannis "Yanni" Michaelides.
- Michaelides had an exam during the last game.
According to coach Richard MeL "Every game
is important from now on. I believe that we
w ill do fairly well and if we are on top of our
game. we can win it all!"
The CUNY playoff games wi1l be played at
Hunter College. Should Baruch advance. it
would play on Wednesday the 4th at 4 pm.
Tickets are free! * Good luck Baruch!!

Pei ~Page" Chi Tsai poses before a game.
Page is one of the Statesmen's most talented weapons. (PHOTO! Kenyatta Pious)

AFTER A RAIN POSTPONEMENT,
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL BEGINS

THE WEEK IN REVIEW

By Kenyatta Pious

•
By Kenyatta Pious

Sports Consultant

The defending champion men's
tennis team opened its season in
very impressive fashion. defeating
NYCT 9-0 and John Jay 9-0. The
team is in first place and most peop Ie be lieve that the team will repeat
as champion.

7-5 (W)~ lost to Molloy 6-3 and
ended the week with another loss
to Ramapo 7-5. The team is now
5-5.
THE MEN'S SOCCER TEAM IS
LOOKING FOR ANY INTERESTED
PLAYERS TO TRY-OUT!*

Intramural basketball is in full
swing. Catch all the posturing and
trash talking as teams vie for the
championship! Games are played
in the 23rd street gym during club
hours!

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR SPORTS!
WE ARE LOOKING FOR PERSONS WHO GET
HYPED UP WATCHING SPORTS, OR WISH TO JUST
TELL THE WORLD THAT THE KNICKS SUCK! DO
YOU HAVE THAT ZEAL,? KENYATTA@TRISTARLIMO.COM

Sports Consultant
The w omen's softball season has officially
begun and the team has started off w ith a 1-3
record. The Statesw omen are 10 second place
behind John Jay College.
The Stateswomens first game saw them
defeat NYC Tech 16-1 behind a stellar pitching
performance by Lizette Payarnps. Payamps
pitched the Stateswomerr's first ever no hitter!
Kudos!
The Stateswomen went on to lose the second
part of the doubleheader 32-19. Baruch would
go on to lose its next doubleheader against first
place John Jay, 30-4 and 9-4.
As can be seen by the lopsided scores, the
Stateswornen are not yet consistent. This has
been an issue in recent campaigns for this
team. Yes. it is true that the season has just

started and the team has not yet discovered its
identity. but the Stateswornen must stri ve to
put forth a strong effort In ev cry game. There
is no reason to rout a team in one game and
then let that same team defeat you This year's
team has more talent than last year's so my
standards of w hat kind of pia) I expect have
been raised!
The promise for a strong season is there.
assuming there are no injuries and the players
continue to improve. Coach Penney Weiner is
excited about this season saying the season
should showcase some real good team ball as
well as some strong individual achievements.
The next games are: a doubleheader against
CSI on Wednesday the 4th at 4:30 p.m., away
against St. Joseph's on Saturday the 7th at 12
pm, and a home game doubleheader on Sunday
the 8th against NYU at t2pm. * Come OIIt and
support your Stateswomen!

